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 APPEAL ACTIVITY IN THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS RUN 07/01/01 
FISCAL YEAR 2001 
JULY 1, 2000 - JUNE 30, 2001 
                                                                                            FOOD 
                                                TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA 
                                    TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD 
 
 NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 1,036   102   112     89   331  348    0      6     0     48     0     0 
 NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD      4,770   848   562    671 1,912  599    0     47     0    131     0     0 
 NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD   4,556   779   487    679 1,871  576    0     47     0    117     0     0 
 NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    1,201   165   184     76   347  362    0      5     0     62     0     0 
 
 
 AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING 
 REQUEST - TOTAL                    4,555   779   486    679 1,871  576    0     47     0    117     0     0 
   APPLICATION DENIED               1,431    84     4    141   912  271    0     19     0      0     0     0 
   NOT GRANT RELATED                1,789   154   475    159   661  219    0      4     0    117     0     0 
   DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE     1,147   504     2    256   298   73    0     14     0      0     0     0 
   GRANT AMOUNT                       188    37     5    123     0   13    0     10     0      0     0     0 
 
 
 METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME 
   TOTAL                            4,555   779   486    679 1,871  576    0     47     0    117     0     0 
   MODIFIED DECISION                  429    11     2     12   384   16    0      2     0      2     0     0 
   IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT               308    61    14     39   107   68    0      6     0     13     0     0 
   NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT           877   173    90    124   289  103    0     11     0     87     0     0 
             OTHER MEANS: 
   WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF      17     3     0      5     6    3    0      0     0      0     0     0 
               CLAIMANT 
   WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR     650    77    88    138   279   60    0      8     0      0     0     0 
               OF CLAIMANT 
   ABANDONED OR DEATH                 526   156    55    127   111   75    0      2     0      0     0     0 
   DENIED                           1,567   254   219    188   648  237    0      7     0     14     0     0 
   VOID                               181    44    18     46    47   14    0     11     0      1     0     0 
 
 
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST & 
 SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL          1,614   245   106    175   780  187    0     19     0    102     0     0 
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  444    77    10     89   235   14    0      7     0     12     0     0 
   30 - 60 DAYS                       819   123    72     74   408   58    0      8     0     76     0     0 
   61 - 90 DAYS                       218    40    24     12   102   24    0      4     0     12     0     0 
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  133     5     0      0    35   91    0      0     0      2     0     0 
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     56.8  43.7  47.7   34.2  50.5 137.8  .0   44.2    .0     39     0     0 
 
 
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST & 
 DISPOSITION - TOTAL                4,555   779   486    679 1,871  576    0     47     0    117     0     0 
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                1,580   298   219    292   624  118    0     17     0     12     0     0 
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,438   220   120    317   661   66    0     13     0     41     0     0 
   61 - 90 DAYS                       870   195   126     46   385   78    0     11     0     29     0     0 
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  667    66    21     24   201  314    0      6     0     35     0     0 
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     63.9  45.9  41.3   34.8  52.2 178.3  .0   51.1    .0     76     0     0 
 
 
 PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING 
   TOTAL                            1,614   245   106    175   780  187    0     19     0    102     0     0 
   NEED STANDARD                        2     1     0      0     1    0    0      0     0      0     0     0 
   INCOME OR RESOURCES                848   205     2    138   393   93    0     16     0      1     0     0 
   DISREGARDS                           1     0     0      0     1    0    0      0     0      0     0     0 
   NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS      763    39   104     37   385   94    0      3     0    101     0     0 
 
 
 REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING 
 HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL            1,614   245   106    175   780  187    0     19     0    102     0     0 
   LEGAL COUNSEL                      184    20    15     15    84   41    0      4     0      5     0     0 
   SELF                             1,274   222    84    154   564  143    0     11     0     96     0     0 
   OTHER                              156     3     7      6   132    3    0      4     0      1     0     0 
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